
NEW YORK STATE

FLOWER
INDUSTRIES, INC.

E.P.A. Hearing on
Pesticides

President Brookins Testifies for Flower Industries

E. P. A. and 0. S. H. A. are both working on safety
standards in the use of pesticides, i.e., re-entry rules after
application and mixing and application rules.

It was E. P. A.'s turn to hold hearings this time with
0. S. H. A. listening in, and they presumably will get
together on standards. Agricultural groups were invited
to present testimony.

For discussion purposes they outlined suggested rules
that set re-entry times from "when dry" on low toxic
chemicals to 5 days or more on highly toxic chemicals.

Your Industry and Public Affairs committee under the
leadership of Chairman, Wm. Kasting, Jr., and President
Brookins put together a statement. This was approved by
your board of directors at their meeting on Oct. 16 and
presented at the hearing by President John Brookins.

The statement is as follows:

Statement for October 16-17, 1973 Hearing,
Albany. N Y.

on the

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
PROPOSED GENERIC STANDARDS

on

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
FOR PESTICIDES

John L. Brookins, President
N. Y. S. Flower Industries, Inc.

I am John L. Brookins, President, New York State
Flower Industries, Inc. I am also President of Jerry
Brookins, Inc., our family owned and operated commer
cial cut flowers and potted plant growing business, at Or
chard Park, New York. My association with the family
business is life long, with active full time participation in
management of the business for over 30 years. I have
served as a Director of N. Y. S. Flower Industries, Inc.
since 1967, including 2 years as Vice President and 1 year
as President.

My comments are made for the Board of Directors of
N. Y. S. Flower Industries, Inc. on behalf of our active
members, presently numbering 373.

As active producers in greenhouse agriculture we rec
ognize the need for reasonable and eflective precautions
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New Insurance Package
to be Offered

We are pleased to announce that a new Liability-Prop
erty Insurance Program as developed by the Florists' Mu
tual Insurance Company has been approved in New York
State.

The Board of Directors of the New York State Flower
Industries, Inc. unanimously endorsed this insurance
program at their meeting at the Sagamore Inn, Lake
George, New York, on September 8, 1973.

This program offers an opportunity to growers, re
tailers, and wholesalers to reduce the cost of their liability
and property insurance premiums.

Lavarack & Haines, Inc., the managers of the New
York State Flower Industries, Inc., Compensation Insur
ance Group No. 453, underwritten by the New York State
Insurance Fund, have been designated up-state agents for
the Florists' Mutual Insurance Company.

Laverack & Haines, Inc., with offices in Buffalo, New
York and Albany, New York, will administer this pro
gram in all of the up-state counties of New York State
except Sullivan, Ulster, Orange, Dutchess, Nassau, New
York, Putnam, Rockland, Suffolk, and Westchester. These
counties, the New York City area and Long Island will be
handled by Richard Castor of Interstate Coverage Corp.,
Armonk, New York.

Further information concerning this program will be
furthcoming, and the Board of Directors of the New York
State Flower Industries, Inc. suggest that all of our mem
bers cooperate in this effort, as it can result in a substan
tial savings in the cost of your insurance coverages.

for use of pesticides. We have concern for personal safe
ty and safety of our families, employees, and the public.
We recognize that EPA, through these hearings, can make
a meaningful contribution to this safety.

We wish to call to your attention the unique character
istics of greenhouse agriculture (specifically flower crop
production) as compared to agricultural production of
field crops out of doors.

Greenhouse agriculture is intensive, takes place in en
closed structures, with an artificially maintained environ
ment as opposed to field production, which is subject to
countless unpredictable weather factors. The greenhouse
operator must provide on a regular basis all the environ-

(continued on page 6)
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Notes

for the

Retailer

*Marketing Flowers in

Today's Economy
Max E. Brunk

Professor of Marketing
Cornell University

For many years I have been preaching the need for
greater innovation and imagination in marketing the sen
timent, romance and beauty which your product repre
sents. If I were to judge the future of your industry on
the basis of your performance over these twenty years,
there would be little real optimism in my talk. During
the past thirty years the American economy has expanded
at an unprecedented rate and the whole social environ
ment has undergone radical change. But a comparison
look at the florist industry in 1940 and today reveals little
response to either the social or economic changes that
have taken place. If you would like to get the full flavor
of the way business was done thirty years ago—of the
social and economic thinking of thirty years ago—I sug
gest that you pay a visit to your nearby florist. By way
of contrast you might then shop a so-called discount
house, have dinner at a quick-food drive-in and top it off
with an Xrated movie.

It is not my purpose to look idly back at the inertia of
the past. To the contrary 1 am charged with looking to
the future. Is it possible for some imaginative florist to
capture a new spirit in the decade ahead, or must business
always be done in the humdrum style of the past?

First, to identify the opportunities before you, I would
like to paint a quick picture of the general economic envi
ronment in which we now live and will be living in the
immediate years ahead. Then I will try to identify what
the buying public will be like—what they will be expect
ing from you or from those who will displace you.

Our life styles began changing very rapidly following
World War II. Prior to this and for many generations
back the per capita purchasing power of disposable in
comes remained remarkably stable. Periodically we suf
fered the high prices and shortages of recurring wars and
the traditional depressions of economic dislocation follow
ing wars but through it all there was little change in real
incomes. A nickel was hard to come by during the depres-

*Part of a talk before the New York Florist's Clul) in New York
on May 7, 1973. The other part we included in the June! issue.

sion of the Thirties but equally it went a long way. Then
something happened during World War II that had never
happened in a war before. There was no major postwar
depression. Why is strictly a matter of conjecture but we
do know that we were suddenly set off on a new course of
creating wealth as never before. For thirty odd years
now real incomes have risen at the constant rate of about
2.9 percent compounded annually. That doesn't sound
like much but it has real meaning if you consider that
real incomes for forty years prior to that showed no ap
preciable change.

In preparation for war, inflation of the early Forties
started the ball rolling. As jobs opened up and men
joined the services, women by the millions suddenly
joined the working force. Many families found life more
comfortable with two rather than one wage earner. Still
there were not enough workers and as wages rose a back
log of technology was injected into the economic stream
adding to the productivity of each person. Moonlighting
into a second job became common. Consumer credit soon
expanded rapidly. We quickly became a nation of home
owners with mortgages rather than tenants. We learned to
spend before we earned, and we got on an economic tread
mill which we have never been able or willing to abandon.
Even our attitudes toward retirement have changed. Our
retirement policies are obsolete and we don't know it. For
those whose health will stand it retirement pay now only
supplements income derived from new careers begun
after retirement.

That is a brief description of the changing economic
and social environment in which you have to do business.
In my blunt opinion your industry needs a shock treat
ment such as happened to our general economy in 1940 to
jolt it out of its doldrums. I predict that some day some
technology, some innovator, some new demand or social
custom will come along to provide that shock. I have not
the wisdom to tell you what or when that shock will be,
but unless it comes along you will continue to drift along
on some of the leftover fat of an affluent market and even
tually fade away.

In conclusion let us look at the kind of market you will
face in the future. I will try to identify some of the social
environmental changes having impact on your business.

1. Inflation will continue in the future—perhaps even
at an accelerated rate. This will accelerate technology and
maintain full employment, whatever that means, because
wives will continue to join the working force. Real in
comes will continue to rise. More luxury products and
services will become necessities. While people become
more vociferous about the increased cost of living, their
actions in the marketplace will continue to belie their
words. How will this alter their scale of values? How will
this affect the proportion of your total business going to
the so-called luxury market? How will this affect the ex
cessive proportion of unskilled, underfinanced people who
enter your business either as growers or retailers?

2. Family life will be materially altered. People will be
far more mobile. They will engage in more social activi
ties outside the home and family circle. Instead of three
meals a day, they will eat continuously and much of that
will be outside the home. How will the changing home
environment affect your market and the kinds of services
demanded from you?

3. Attitudes toward the female, around whom so much
of your business is centered, are undergoing enormous
changes. Not only does she carry more of her weight as
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Design Show at the Sagamore

The design school at this year's Convention was a big success. Com
mentators, Dean and Joyce White received many compliments on the
fine job they did. The eight designers, shown above, made this the
largest school we have had. The audience was attentive and stuck with
it through a long afternoon.

Our thanks to Fred Davies and his helpers who worked hard and put
on a good show.

LABOR QUESTIONNAIRES have been coming in
to the 2 and 4 year college committee quite well. They
would like more. // you haven't sent yours—ivhy not
do it today.

a family wage earner but also she is far more independent.
The male-female relationship is changing so that the
female receives a different kind of attention from the
male. She is no longer wooed and courted as in the past.
She receives fewer overt demonstrations of affection from
the male. Conspicuous displays of affection are losing
style. I do not know where all this leads but it is my
guess that if the female is to have the pleasure of flowers
in the future she will have to learn to do more of her own
buying. This is part of the price of the new independ
ence. And what will this do to advertising appeals and
merchandising methods? Does this have anything to do
with the higher proportion of female shoppers seen in
ffor/st shops today compared with twenty years ago?

4. In a congested society man has always strived to set
himself apart in some way from his fellow man. As soci
ety becomes more affluent the methods of differentiation—
of gaining social prestige—of attracting attention to one's
self change. How can you capitalize on this trait? How
can you contribute to new fads and customs to this end?

5. In an affluent society quality displaces quantity and
the choice of variety becomes more important. Apprecia
tion of the arts becomes more widespread. How can you
upgrade your product and services to meet this demand?

6. Increasingly, we are being married and buried on
the run. Long established social customs are being over
turned. We look upon these two major events in life with
increasing realism and less emotion. And what will these
mean to your business?

There are no easy answers to these questions which
arise out of a rapidly changing economic and social envi
ronment but your ability to recognize change and respond
to it will in large measure enable to you to retire volun
tarily rather than involuntarily.

1897 1974

BULBS, PLANTS, SEEDS, SUPPLIES

MUM AND CARNATION CUTTINGS

For 77 years, we have been serving the trade special
izing in a complete line of horticultural products.
Should you find the need, please contact our sales
representative, Jim Snyder, who will assist you in your
growing needs. If you are in the trade, our catalogue
is yours for the asking.

S. S. SKIDELSKY & CO., INC.
685 Grand Avenue Ridgefield, N. J. 07657

Telephone: (201) 943-7840

Laverock & Haines, Inc.
238 Main Street

Buffalo, N. Y. 14202
112 State Street

Albany, N. Y. 12207

Managers of

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION GROUP NO. 453

of The State Insurance Fund

Sponsored by the

NEW YORK STATE FLOWER INDUSTRIES, INC.

This program provides the members with a substantial
savings in their Workmen's Compensation cost.

For the Best in ...

Seeds * Bulbs

* Supplies

Plants * Mums

* Containers

It's
.H\NG

iW; A/aughan's
*jv -*' • SEED COMPANY

DIVISION OF

tljc \*\W5HANJACKUN corporate

5300 KATRINE AVE. • DOWNERS GROVE, ILL. 60515 • (312) 969-6300

CHIMNEY ROCK ROAD • BOUND BROOK, N.J. 06805

Represented by

Carl Pennypacker Robert Slayter
215-933-7204 617-754-1457
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The Grower's Page
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New Concepts in Potted Chysanthemums
*Michael P. Noveski and *Robert Hansel

(continued from last month)

Part II—Pinching Schedule
The second area in scheduling a pot mum is the pinch

ing schedule. This is where most of us make our errors.
In turn, our quality suffers and we often end up with a
Volkswagen rather than the Cadillac.

Our present timetables call for pinching in 14 or 21
days after planting, depending on the season of the year.
This schedule was made up 18 years ago and for most
growers it has never been altered in the least. During this
same period, the cultural practices have been improved
greatly, so why not adjust the pinching schedule accord
ingly?

Remember, time tables were meant to be used as guides
only. Deviations from these schedules can and should be
made when necessary. If the crops growth does not coin
cide with your present schedule, by all means adjust your
schedule. Altering the pinching date of the crop will not
affect the flowering date of the crop but definitely can af
fect the quality of the crop.

Let's start at the beginning. Let's discuss pinching in
itself and for the time being forget our present pinching
schedule. When should a plant be pinched? Should we
let a calendar tell us when the plant is ready for pinching
or should we let the plant be the indicator? It's quite ob
vious, the calendar can be a good guide but only the plant
can show the true picture.

Before the plant is ready for pinching, there are 2 im
portant requirements that must first be filled. 1) Estab
lish the plant and develop a reasonably good root system
and 2) develop iy2 to 1% inches of good new growth.
Notice, we said "good" growth. When these 2 require
ments are filled, the plant is ready for pinching.

For the average grower these 2 requirements should
not take the full 14 or 21 days suggested in our present

Pinching Schedule

LATE SPRING, SUMMER and EARLY FALL

Varieties
Tall Treatment
Medium Treatment
Short Treatment

Present schedules
call for pinching in

14 days
14 days
14 days

EARLY SPRING and LATE FALL

Varieties

Tall Treatment
Medium Treatment
Short Treatment

MID WINTER

Varieties

Tall Treatment
Medium Treatment
Short Treatment

Present schedules
call for pinching ir

14 days
14 days
14 days

Present schedules
call for pinching in

21 days
21 days
21 days

Average crop is
actually ready in

7 to 10 days
8 to 11 days

10 to 14 days

Average crop is
actually ready in

10 to 14 days
11 to 15 days
14 to 17 days

Average crop is
actually ready in

14 to 17 days
15 to 18 days
17 to 21 days

timetables. If it does, his entire cultural program needs a
thorough reviewing. After looking at thousands of crops
during the past several years, Yoder's have put together
the following pinching schedule that we feel fits the aver
age grower more accurately.

As you can see, in all cases the plant is actually ready
for pinching earlier than our present schedules call for.
We feel that this is a much more accurate schedule, but
again, it is just a guide and must be modified by each
grower.

We must follow the crop's growth and not a calendar.
If we planted cuttings today and had 2 weeks of sunny
weather, naturally our growth would be much better than
if we had 2 weeks of cloudy weather. Accordingly, our
pinching schedule should be adjusted. Let's watch the
the plant and not the calendar. Remember, we need an es
tablished plant with a reasonably good root system and
lYo to 1% inches of good new growth and the plant is
ready for pinching.

Another point that should be covered is how to pinch.
It's very simple. Today we suggested a simple or comfort
able pinch of y.\ to % of an inch. Forget the tweezer or
roll-out pinch. It was good in its day but now it's a thing
of the past. In fact, in most cases it does more harm than
it does good today.

If we go back in history 20 or 40 years, pot mums were
planted in the late spring, pinched 2 or 3 times and al
lowed to flower naturally in the fall. The crop time was
long and the pinches were hard. In the early to mid 50's
we put the pot mum on a fast schedule and went to a one
pinch, 5 cutting plant. To get enough breaks we advo
cated a much softer pinch. By the mid to late 50's the
tweezer pinch was put into practice by many. With the
harder and woodier types of varieties used in those days,
along with the antiquated cultural practices, the tweezer
worked fine. The softer the pinch the more the breaks. As
the pot mum cultural revolution continued during the
60's the tweezer pinch gradually became obsolete and
today actually hurts our quality. With new varieties, with
our present stronger and softer Florida cuttings, with
more emphasis on getting the plants off to a faster and
softer start, with better feeding and irrigation programs,
the tweezer pinch gives us no more breaks than a pinch
of 1/i to % of an inch. It did give us more breaks sev
eral years ago when we had harder growth, but not today.
Today we actually produce more breaks than the plant
needs. Our problem is not in the number of breaks, it is
in developing the breaks we do have. This is a problem
in itself and is related to the carbohydrate content of the
plant and not to the pinch.

We suggested a pinch of y4 to % of an inch To be
more precise we'll go a step farther. For Short Treatment
varieties pinch yh", for Medium Treatment varieties pinch

*The base portion of this talk was presented by Robert Hansel,
Yoder Bros, at the Ohio Mum School in 1971. Michael P. Novov-
esky, Vaughan Seed Co. updated it and adjusted it to N.Y.S. con
ditions.
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y<£, and for Tall Treatment varieties %". This might
sound silly but let me explain. We don't expect to start
measuring the pinch; just keep in mind that the more vig-

L^ orous the variety, the harder the pinch should be. Again,
^9' keeping in the *4 to %" range.

Pinching deeper, into the y± to %" area, can act as a
natural growth regulator. After a pinch we get what we
call "After Pinch Stretch." This is when the stem tissue
just below the pinch continues to stretch after the pinch
has been made. The softer the pinch, as in the tweezer
pinch, the more exereme the stretch. During the better
growing periods of the year, and especially on the more
vigorous varieties, like the Annes, with an extremely soft
pinch this stretch can be as much as 2 to 4 inches. In
turn, the shape and height of our plant is drastically
changed as illustrated in the following diagram.

After-Pinch Stretch

n n

g^/After pinchll
0 stretch Vv^

o
J

0 0
Tweezer

Pinch
3/4 inch
Pinch

Pot Mum Treatments

Ptlgh[*M*-f2 firth ttlfr 1>&W>

TALL TREATMENT

1 1 1

MEDIUM TREATMENT

SHORT TREATMENT

If we look at the above chart, we can see that the Tall
Treatment varieties were planted, had lights for one week
and were pinched a week later. This is a delayed pinch. A
one week or 7 day delay. The Medium and Short Treat
ment were not delayed. In fact, the Short Treatment was
just the opposite. In this case the pinch was made before

{continued on page 6)

• Top Quality

Up-to-Date Products
*&<>&& fan

from the innovators in

AUTOMATIC WATERING

CHAPIN WATERMATICS, INC.

P. O. Box 298 Watertown, N. Y. 13601

write for free literature

SEEDS - BULBS - PLANTS - SUPPLIES

From Worldwide Sources

Fred C.

$Mw
&

Company
Incorporated

15 East 26th Street New York, N. Y. 10010

In response to the
current energy
crisis, Paul Ecke
has developed
Poinsettiasthat
consume less fuel
Our new line of lower temperature
poinsettias will be under trial at uni
versities and with some growers this
season. They can be forced at lower
night temperatures in the fall, yet they
have the spectacular beauty of our
Eckespoint C-1. In these times of less
ening fuel supplies, our new Eckespoint
H-2 (red), and H-15 (red), should
become very attractive alternatives.

PAUL ECKE
POINSETTIAS
Encinitas, California
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E. P. A. Hearing

(continued from page 1)

mental needs of the crops; water, fertilizer, correct tem
perature, even in some cases, regulating the length of the
day. These needs are critical and must be provided with
out delay on a continuing basis for successful greenhouse
crop production.

It is not unusual to find all stages of growth of a single
crop in a given greenhouse and many crops are scheduled
to provide a steady supply of the finished product through
out the year. Also, it is not unusual to find two or more
different crops growing in the same greenhouse.

Harvesting of crops and some other operations are en
tirely manual and must take place on a regular basis, usu
ally daily and with some crops, such as roses, twice daily.
Any regulation which would unnecessarily prevent accom
plishing harvest on time would result in serious economic
loss.

There are other cultural practices, such as planting,
potting, pinching, and disbudding, which also must be
done on a regular basis. In the greenhouse situation, as
described above, these tasks must be performed several
times a week in the same greenhouse. The frequency dif
fers from crop to crop.

Because of the unique situation present in greenhouse
agriculture (specifically flower crop production), we rec
ommend that you give serious consideration to the follow
ing:

1. That the safety record of greenhouse use of pesti
cides according to presently recommended and ac
cepted practices be evaluated to determine if there
is need for additional regulations.

2. That each crop and recommended pesticide be con
sidered separately and that the hazard involved be
evaluated prior to establishing re-entry rules.

3. That, in determining the need for re-entry regula
tion, dermal toxicity and actual field hazard be used
as criteria, rather than basing regulations primarily
on label classification.

We feel that if these recommendations be followed, var
iable regulations based on concrete facts will be estab
lished, which will accomplish the primary goals of effec
tive safety within the economic framework of the green
house agriculture business.

Seen at the Convention

From left to right: Alfred Celano, Mrs. Celano, Dean Keith Kennedy,
Mrs. John Brookins, Mrs. Keith Kennedy, James Boodley, Mrs. Boodley
and John Brookins.

New Concepts in Potted Chrysanthemums
(continued from page 5)

lights were turned off. Again, a delayed pinch is a pinch
made anytime after the start of short days.

What does a delayed pinch do to the quality of a fin
ished crop? If we took any given variety and grew one
plant under a no delay schedule and one plant under a 2
week delay schedule, most growers would be amazed at the
difference between these 2 plants. Height, if properly con
trolled with growth regulators and depth of pinch, would
basically be the same, number of flowers would be the
same and plant diameter would be the same. The measure
ments would be equal yet the plant with no delay often
looks twice the size. The reason is because it has more
foliage and more normal foliage. The breaks, produced
on a plant with no delay, come from vegetative buds and
produce normal foliage. Breaks from a delayed pinch
come from reproductive buds, and produce a crownish-
type foliage which is somewhat sparse and narrow in ap
pearance. The plant appears to be very loose and open.
The longer the delay, the greater the difference.

The degree of crownishness not only varies by the
amount of delay but also by the variety involved. Some
varieties, such as the 'Mandalays' or 'Distinctive,' show
little effects from a delay, whereas, 'Redcap' or the 'An-
nes' go towards the other extreme.

Growers often complain about extreme stretching of the
terminal portion of the stem during the final weeks of
growth. They attribute this stretch to the variety, or to
the fact that the crop has grown out of the last application
of B-9. Their solution to the problem is another applica
tion of B-9 at disbudding time. Often this practice does
more harm than good. Usually, the real problem is not a
true stretch, as many growers believe. Instead it is only
the appearance of being stretched (sparse, narrow shaped
foliage) as a result of a delayed pinch. In this situation,
applying B-9 will not correct the problem, but it could ad
versely affect the crops flower color.

We usually like the foliar characteristics of our Short
Treatment varieties but often complain about the charac
teristics of the Tall Treatment varieties. Foliar character
istics naturally vary between the groups, but a good part
of our problem is not in the variety, it's in our timing.
Short Treatment varieties are generally not delayed,
whereas the Tall Treatment varieties are always delayed.
If we did not delay the Tall Treatment varieties, or if we
would reduce the amount of delay, we would not be com
plaining as much about their foliage characteristics.

Summer Annes are very controversial. Some use them
sparingly but most growers generally dislike them. They
claim it's too hot for the Annes. This might be true, but
it's only part of the story. For height control we origi
nally gave the summer Annes a 2 week delayed pinch. In
turn, we ended up with an open, sparse appearing plant.
Today, many growers have learned that by reducing the
amount of delay, and controlling height in other ways,
good quality Annes are possible during the summer
months.

One of the keys to proper scheduling is to completely
eliminate the delayed pinch, or to at least reduce the
amount of the delay. If we pinch the plants when they
are ready it's very simple. For example, one week of lights
is suggested for summer Tall Treatment varieties. Pinch
ing is scheduled 14 days after planting. This is a seven
day delay. If we would pinch when the plant is ready
rather than follow the timetable, we would probably be

J
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pinching in 7 to 10 days. This would be eliminating the
delay completely, or at least reducing it to 3 days. In
turn, a better quality product.

Also a pinch made in extremely soft wood gives us a
narrower breaking action, with weaker breaks and more
sensitive foliage. By pinching deeper, in the %" to %"
range, we have much less after pinch stretch with wider
angled breaks coming out of more mature wood. The end
result is a shorter more gracefully spreading plant with a
lower breaking action, stronger stems, and less sensitive
foliage. A better and more attractive plant merely by
pinching slightly harder.

Some people advocate pinching to a given number of
leaves and buds. This practice will work, but with the
numerous varieties that we use today, it can get somewhat
confusing. For one thing, the required numbers should
be varied according to the variety involved. Also, we feel
that the depth of pinch is of much more concern than the
number of remaining leaves. Naturally we have to have
leaves and buds before we can get breaks. If we first de
velop ourT1/^ to 1%-inches of good new growth and then
pinch to the proper depth, the remaining number of
leaves and buds should automatically be more than ample.
In fact, we will have more potential breaks than our plant
will actually be able to develop.

Delayed Pinching
Let's continue putting the pieces together and now dis

cuss why growers should be pinching earlier.
Do you know what a delayed pinch is? It is a pinch

made after the start of short days or after "lights out." It
was initially designed to control height before growth reg
ulators were available.

Some growers use no long-day timing on summer Tall
Treatment varieties. This is a mistake. Even before year
round flowering we knew it was important to establish the
plant before we started it into its reproductive cycle. With
year round flowering it's even more important. There are
several reasons for giving the plant a minimum of one
long day week. The two most important are that we build
more uniformity in our finished product and we again re
duce the delay. A summer Anne with no long day timing
and a 14 day pinch has had a 14 day delayed pinch. This
versus the 0 to 3 day delay just mentioned is like night
and day.

In brief summary there are several points we would
-like-to-re-emphasize. — -.--— -•—

1) Timetables are to be used as guides only. If the
crops growth does not coincide with the present
schedule—by all means adjust the schedule.

2) Follow the suggested lighting schedules for your
area. Never give less than one long-day week of
timing to any variety.

3) Establish the root system and develop 1^" to 1%"
of good new growth, then pinch immediately.

4) Make a comfortable pinch to a depth of % to % of
an inch.

5) Try to completely eliminate the delayed pinch, or
at least reduce the amount of the delay.

FARM WAGES

Farm wage rates rose to $2.02 per hour (without board
or room) on July 1, 1973. An increase of 17 cents from
last year. Wages paid by month, week, and day were also
higher. The seasonally adjusted index of Farm Wage
Rates was 156—about 10 per cent higher than a year ago.

HARRIS SEEDS
NewYork State bedding plant growers rate exclusive
Harris developments as the finest of their type.

Send for free catalog for Commercial Flower
Growers.

JOSEPH HARRIS CO., INC.
Moreton Farm

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14624

THE GROWER GETS MORE
... AND IT COSTS HIM LESS!

IN COMPRESSED BALES
We guarantee
PRO-MIX costs you less!

Try a bale FREE .. .
and prove it4o yourself!
You get much more for your money
when you switch to PRO-MIX — no
matter what soil, soil mix, "do-it-
yourself" mix or soilless mix in loose-
filled 4 cu. ft. bags you're now using.
PRO-MIX is the peat-lite soilless mix
in compressed bales that makes com
mercially prepared soilless mixes prac
tical. We'll give you a FREE bale so
you can prove this fact to yourself.
Make your own test and discover our
significant difference . . . savings!
To get your free bale of PRO-MIX,
simply clip this advertisement to your
letterhead, mention the name of your
distributor, and mail to PREMIER
PEAT MOSS CORPORATION, 25 West
45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Sorry, offer does not apply in Pacific
or Mountain States.
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Industry News and Views

Seen at the Convention

Newly elected directors, from the left, Donald Phelps, Rochester; Nor
man Keil, Huntington; and Mrs. Donald Closs (Eleanor), Rhinebeck and
far right, retiring director Daniel O'Neil, Hudson.

Bruce Beck and his wife Joanne are shown above with take George in
the background. Bruce did a good job as chairman and says he
couldn't have done it without Joanne's help. We are happy to report
that Bruce will be Convention Chairman next year.

Dimock to be Honored
Dedication of a bioclimatic laboratory for plant re

search and presentation of a public lecture are highlights
of a special program being planned on November 15 to
honor the late Prof. A. Watson Dimock.

Dimock was a faculty member of the Department of
Plant Pathology at the N. Y. State College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences, Cornell University, for 34 years until
his death last year.

Ceremonies marking the naming of the research facility
as the A. Watson Dimock Controlled Environment Labora
tory will be held at 2 p.m. at Morrison Hall Auditorium
on Tower Road on campus.

Several key administrators of the College, including
Dean W. Keith Kennedy and Prof. Charles E. Palm, for
mer dean of the College, are among speakers on the oc
casion.

The dedication program, which also features a tour of
the facility, will coincide with presentation of the first
Dimock Lecture—a new public lecture series that will
bring an outstanding plant pathologist to campus each
year.

In announcing the program, Prof. Durward F. Bate-
man, chairman of the Department of Plant Pathology,
said that "these lectures have been arranged as part of a
continuing memorial to a man who has contributed
much to Cornell, to the field of plant pathology, and to
the ornamentals industry throughout his career."

Kenneth F. Baker, a plant pathologist at the University
of California at Berkeley and a long-time associate of
Dimock's, will be the speaker. He will discuss the present
status and concepts of biological control of disease-caus
ing organisms in plants at 8 p.m. in Morrison Hall Aud
itorium.

The lecture series was established through the Dimock
Memorial Fund under the auspices of the Agricultural
Fund of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

The bioclimatic laboratories, located opposite Morrison
Hall, contains 29 growth chambers of various sizes in
cluding those devised originally by Dimock.
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